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Abstract

The second Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX-2) satellite has completed more than 30 conjunction
experiments with the Advanced Modular Incoherent Scatter Radar chain of incoherent scatter radars in
Alaska and Resolute Bay, Canada. Coherent radar echoing occurred during four of the passes: three when
E region electron drifts exceeded the ion acoustic speed threshold and one during HF heating of the
ionosphere by the High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program heater. In this paper, we present the
results for the ﬁrst three passes associated with backscatter from natural irregularities. We analyze, in detail,
the largest drift case because the plasma turbulence was the most intense and because the corresponding
ground-to-space bistatic scattering geometry was the most favorable for magnetic aspect sensitivity
analysis. A set of data analysis procedures including interference removal, autocorrelation analysis, and the
application of a radar beam deconvolution algorithm mapped the distribution of E region backscatter with
3 km resolution in altitude and ∼0.1◦ in magnetic aspect angle. To our knowledge, these are the highest
resolution altitude-resolved magnetic aspect sensitivity measurements made at UHF frequencies in
the auroral region. In this paper, we show that despite the large electron drift speed of ∼1500 m/s, the
magnetic aspect sensitivity of submeter scale irregularities is much higher than previously reported. The
root-mean-square of the aspect angle distribution varied monotonically between 0.5◦ and 0.1◦ for the
altitude range 100–110 km. Findings from this single but compelling event suggest that submeter scale
waves propagating at larger angles from the main 𝐄 × 𝐁 ﬂow direction (secondary waves) have parallel
electric ﬁelds that are too small to contribute to E region electron heating. It is possible that anomalous
electron heating in the auroral electrojet can be explained by (a) the dynamics of those submeter scale
waves propagating in the 𝐄 × 𝐁 direction (primary waves) or (b) the dynamics of longer wavelengths.

1. Introduction
The terminology ﬁeld-aligned irregularities (FAI) refers to electron density structures that are strongly
aligned with the geomagnetic ﬁeld, B. The principal reason for the alignment is the large ratio of parallel (in the direction of B) and Pedersen ionospheric conductivities (𝜎0 ∕𝜎P ). A small misalignment of FAI
from B results in wave-generated parallel electric ﬁelds (𝛿E|| ) that dissipate signiﬁcantly larger energy per
mV/m than perpendicular electric ﬁelds. The objective of this paper is to assess the magnetic ﬁeld alignment of auroral E region FAI as a function of altitude and discuss its implications on wave heating of the
background plasma.
Various plasma instabilities produce FAI in the auroral E region. The most well-known aﬀecting the energetics of the auroral ionosphere [Dimant and Oppenheim, 2011a, 2011b] is the Farley-Buneman instability
[Farley, 1963; Buneman, 1963]. The generated waves have been held responsible for electron heating
[Schlegel and St.-Maurice, 1981; St.-Maurice et al., 1981; Foster and Erickson, 2000; Bahcivan, 2007] with the
electron temperatures rising from 300 K to as high as 4000 K as the background electric ﬁeld increases.
Considerable eﬀort has been made in the last decade to analytically and numerically model the heating
process [Milikh and Dimant, 2003a, 2003b; Bahcivan et al., 2006; Oppenheim et al., 2008; Oppenheim and
Dimant, 2013]. However, although the models reproduce the enhanced electron temperatures well, a basic
assumption or prediction underlying the models relating to the magnetic ﬁeld alignment of FAI has not
been veriﬁed. Determination of magnetic aspect sensitivity, from which RMS E|| can be estimated, is critical not only for quantifying electron heating and subsequent changes in the plasma chemistry but also for
quantifying total Joule heating rates in the ionosphere due to solar and magnetospheric forcing.
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A large literature exists on ground-based radar measurements of magnetic aspect sensitivity of E region
irregularities [e.g., Tsunoda et al., 1974; Schlegel and Moorcroft, 1989; Moorcroft and Schlegel, 1990; Foster
et al., 1992; Hall and Moorcroft, 1992; Moorcroft, 1996; Jackel et al., 1997]. However, it has not been possible to fully verify the assumptions made by the theoretical models we have just mentioned because (1) the
ground-based radars do not have the altitude resolution to resolve the most heated layer of the electrojet
near the altitude of 110 km and (2) they do not have aspect angle resolution to resolve the aspect sensitivities to a fraction of a degree. The main reason for the poor resolution is because ground-based radars in the
high latitudes must be pointed to very low elevations to meet the perpendicularity condition. And, at low
elevations, radar beam at the altitude of scattering spans the entire E region, if not wider, which makes it
diﬃcult to resolve an electrojet irregularity layer that is only several kilometers thick in altitude. Besides, for
a given FAI occurrence, the driving electric ﬁeld may not be fully characterized, unless an incoherent scatter radar is nearby and operating simultaneously. Generally speaking, magnetic aspect sensitivity of auroral
E region scatter has been described in terms of power drop per degree away from perpendicularity, e.g., a
consensus measurement is that power drops by 10 dB per degree in the ﬁrst few degrees oﬀ perpendicularity. Note that (1) the power drop rate within the ﬁrst fractions of a degree, (2) the speciﬁc altitude of the
observation, and (3) the driving electric ﬁeld are not speciﬁed in this description, which are essential to fully
characterize E region plasma waves. Herein, we present a unique radar observation that produced a data set
that contains these three pieces of information.
The Radio Aurora Explorer (RAX) mission [Bahcivan and Cutler, 2012] was designed as a ground-to-space
bistatic radar experiment to overcome aforementioned limitations of ground-based radars: an experiment
is carried out using a powerful and narrow beam width transmitter on the ground, i.e., an incoherent scatter
radar (ISR), and an orbiting UHF radar receiver that captures the ISR’s direct pulse and the coherent echoes in
space. If a short ISR pulse baud of 10 μs is used, the scattering region, which is conﬁned to the inside of the
∼1◦ wide ISR beam width, is only several kms in extent inside the E region. Moreover, as discussed in detail
in the text, the receiver’s orbital motion allows us to deconvolve the ∼1◦ radar beam from the measurements, allowing aspect sensitivity determination to a fraction of a degree. Furthermore, a RAX experiment
aﬀords the opportunity to measure vector electric ﬁelds and plasma densities probed simultaneously by the
incoherent scatter radar, enabling the ﬁne quantiﬁcation of the ionospheric drivers that lead to plasma instabilities. Such altitude-resolved aspect sensitivity measurements, as a function of the driving electric ﬁeld, are
necessary to meaningfully characterize the altitude-dependent properties of E region plasma waves.
RAX is the ﬁrst CubeSat mission funded by the NSF CubeSat-based Space Weather program [Moretto, 2008].
The mission science and radar system were described in detail in Bahcivan et al. [2009] and Bahcivan and
Cutler [2012]. The mission has been jointly conducted by SRI International and the University of Michigan.
The RAX-1 satellite was launched in December 2010; however, the spacecraft operations were terminated
after a few months due to a solar panel failure. The RAX-2 satellite was launched in October 2011 from
Vandenberg Air Force Base to a 104◦ inclination, elliptical orbit (400-820 km). The launch was provided by
NASA’s Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa) program. After 1.5 years of successful operation, RAX-2
was also terminated in June 2013.
As of June 2013, RAX-2 completed more than 30 experiments with the Advanced Modular Incoherent
Scatter Radar (AMISR) chain of ISRs in Poker Flat, Alaska, and Resolute Bay, Canada, as well as the small AMISR
system in Gakona, Alaska. Coherent radar echoing occurred during four of the 30 passes: three with F region
ion drifts reaching ∼700, 1000, and 1600 m/s, and one during artiﬁcial HF heating of the ionosphere by the
HAARP heater. In this paper, we present the results from the three natural irregularity cases and analyze in
further detail the high-resolution magnetic aspect sensitivity data from the largest drift case that occurred
during the magnetic storm of 8 March 2012, hereinafter referred to as EXPT1017.

2. Observations
2.1. EXPT1017, 8 March 2012
Figure 1 shows the loci-of-perpendicularity for the satellite trajectory during EXPT1017, with the satellite
path shown by the dashed black line. The satellite was descending in latitude (ﬂying equatorward). Details
of the ground-to-space bistatic scattering geometry can be seen in Bahcivan and Cutler [2012], including
the altitude and aspect angle radar ambiguity functions for several crossings of the loci-of-perpendicularity.
The Poker Flat Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR) made incoherent radar measurements of the ionospheric
plasma parameters. The 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift vector shown in Figure 1 represents the average of F region ion drift
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Figure 1. EXPT1017 geometry showing the loci-of-perpendicularity at
the spacecraft altitude (colored rings), the ground projections of the
spacecraft trajectory (dashed line), and the incoming and scattered
radar wave direction (thin red lines). The blue vector shows the ground
projection of the 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift vector during the pass. The aspect angle
scale is in degrees.

10.1002/2013JA019547

velocity measurements between the magnetic
latitudes of 67–68◦ . The UHF payload radar
receiver on RAX-2 was turned on for 300 s over
the experimental zone, starting at 17:10:24 UT
on 8 March 2012. The receiver collected 14
bit I and Q samples at a rate of 1 MHz each.
Meanwhile, PFISR transmitted pulses in six look
directions. The beam dedicated to spacecraft
reception of backscatter was pointed at 20.8◦
east of north and at 58.0◦ elevation, sending
100 μs uncoded pulses at 449 MHz every 10 ms.
Halfway between the 100 μs pulses, 480 μs
long pulses were transmitted at 449.5 MHz to
measure the background ionospheric parameters using the incoherent scatter measurement
technique. In the several weeks following this
experiment, we downloaded the raw I and
Q data collected near the two crossings of
the loci-of-perpendicularity at times 84 s and
228 s after the on board radar data acquisition began (see Figure 1). A total of 75 s of raw
data was downloaded for this pass alone. Due
to the low telemetry rate, the download took
several months.

Figure 2 shows the range-time-intensity (RTI)
plot for this experiment. The abscissa in this ﬁgure and the other RTI plots throughout this paper are given in
terms of time after the start of the data acquisition. An onboard timer is programmed to start the data acquisition at the time indicated at the title of the RTI plot. However, the onboard clock can be oﬀ by a number
of seconds. The collected data is postsynchronized to a fraction of a second, as described below. According
to the satellite ephemeris, RAX-2 went through the second crossing of the loci-of-perpendicularity for the
altitudes of 300 (F region), 200, and 100 km (E region) at times 175, 205, and 235 s after 17:10:24 UT, respectively. The only echoes detected arrived from the E region. The observed echoing time range was between
the times of 195 and 245 s after 17:10:24 UT for the second crossing. During this pass, the F region ion drift

Figure 2. Range-time-intensity plot for the 300 s RAX-PFISR conjunction experiment (EXPT1017). The abscissa is in seconds after the
start of the data acquisition. The thick black trace is the 100 μs PFISR direct signal. The wider (in the direction of the ordinate) faint trace
is due to 480 μs long PFISR diagnostic pulses at 449.5 MHz. The aspect angles as a function of time corresponding to the irregularity
altitudes of 100, 200, and 300 km are shown by the solid, short-dashed, and long-dashed red lines, respectively. Note that the ordinate
for these lines is the right-hand y axis. FAI backscatter from these altitudes are expected when the aspect angle dips near zero. The faint
trace near 235 s arriving shortly (∼330 μs) after the direct signal is the E region echo.
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Figure 3. Radar echoes mapped to altitude and aspect angle/time coordinates for the (left) ﬁrst and (right) second crossing of the loci of perpendicularity. The yellow lines are the
aspect angle contours separated by 1◦ each. The intensity scale is linear.

magnitude measured by PFISR (based on the 480 μs diagnostic pulses transmitted within the 300 s window)
was 1543 ± 150 m/s. The corresponding E region 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift signiﬁcantly exceeds the ion acoustic threshold
for the Farley-Buneman instability [Farley, 1963; Buneman, 1963]. The projection of the 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift on the
bistatic radar Bragg wave vector (for the second crossing of the loci-of-perpendicularity) was 900 ± 84 m/s.
The peak of the scattering during the ﬁrst crossing corresponds to an eﬀective bistatic Bragg wavelength
of 2.42 m and an eﬀective bistatic radar frequency of 62 MHz. During the second crossing, which is of main
interest here, the Bragg wavelength and radar frequency are 0.53 m and 283 MHz, respectively. Therefore,
although the transmitter operates in the UHF band, the bistatic radar eﬀectively operates in the VHF band
for this particular geometry. As we show later in the paper, the echoing from the ﬁrst crossing cannot be
resolved well because of the poor range ambiguity function, but it is clearly centered at E region altitudes.
For the second crossing, echoing occurred ∼330 ms after the arrival of the direct pulse, corresponding to an
E region altitude of ∼109 km.
Assuming coherent echoes originate inside the narrow (∼1◦ full width at half power) ISR beam, we calculated the echo altitudes and magnetic aspect angles from the echo delays, i.e., the time elapsed since
the arrival of the direct pulse. We mapped the echo intensity as a function of delay to altitude and contours of magnetic aspect angle. The results for the two crossings of the loci-of-perpendicularity are shown
in Figure 3. The left-hand-side (LHS) is the ﬁrst crossing and the right-hand side (RHS) is the second. Note
that accurate timing of radar data acquisition is critical for accurate mapping of the echoes aspect angles.
For the ﬁrst crossing, 1 s clock error translates to ∼ 1.05◦ aspect angle change. For the second crossing, 1 s
clock error corresponds to ∼ 0.12◦ error in aspect angle. Although GPS was not operated, we were able to
determine the onboard clock error to a precision of ∼20 ms using direct PFISR pulses. This ensured that any
aspect angle bias due to the clock error is negligible, i.e., < 0.002◦ .
The determination of the clock error was done as follows: The times of PFISR pulse transmissions are known
to GPS accuracy. The arrival times of direct PFISR pulses (from the PFISR antenna sidelobes) at the spacecraft
are time-tagged via the timestamping of 1 MHz I and Q samples. The arrival time of a PFISR direct pulse is
determined from the rising edge to a precision of several μs. Then, the expected (theoretical) arrival time
of the direct pulse is calculated from the satellite position and the ﬁxed PFISR position on the ground. The
onboard clock error is estimated by matching the measured arrival times with the theoretical arrival times
using a linear (oﬀset and constant drift) clock model. We estimated that the clock was ahead by 4.50±0.02 s.
As seen in Figure 3, after correcting the time of the data, we ﬁnd that peak of the echoing occurred when
the scattering was perpendicular to B, within a fraction of a degree.
The second crossing of the loci-of-perpendicularity provided the best aspect angle resolution (see Figure 3,
right). The spacecraft took ∼8 s to travel across contours spaced 1◦ apart. This is also seen in Figure 1 where
BAHCIVAN ET AL.
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the loci-of-perpendicularity segment
(between −3◦ and 3◦ ) of the spacecraft
trajectory is much longer for the second crossing than the ﬁrst. Note that the
spacecraft is descending in latitude.
Figure 3 (left) shows that the 3 dB full
width of the aspect angle distribution
between the altitudes of 105 and 115 km
is ≤0.5◦ . As we discuss below, this spread
is in large part due to the ﬁnite beam
width of PFISR (∼1◦ ). If the irregularities
were perfectly ﬁeld-aligned, the width
of the distribution would be approximately half of the beam width, ∼0.5◦ .
This can be seen by picturing PFISR’s
beam as consisting of two inﬁnitely narrow beams that are 1◦ apart. Since the
Figure 4. The modeled PFISR antenna pattern for the boresight pointed at
spacecraft-to-irregularity distance is
azimuth (AZ), elevation (el): (20.8◦ , 58.0◦ ). The scale is linear. A total of 1024
an order of magnitude larger than the
inﬁnitely narrow beams compose the model. A forward scattering model is constructed to simultaneously illuminate the ionosphere using these beams and to
PFISR-to-irregularity distance, the correapply proper propagation delays to reproduce the image in Figure 3.
sponding Bragg wave vectors of the two
inﬁnitely narrow beams are about 0.5◦
apart. Since the measured width of the distribution (Figure 3, right) is also ∼0.5◦ , this implies that the width
of the echoing region is mainly a result of the convolution of the beam with a highly ﬁeld-aligned target.
Therefore, to quantify the distribution to a better precision, we have to deconvolve the radar beam from
the measurements.
The ﬁrst step to the deconvolution is to model the PFISR antenna radiation pattern using the known spatial and phase conﬁguration of all the 4096 transmitter elements that contribute to the boresight direction
(20.8◦ azimuth and 58◦ elevation). A fraction (<25%) of the transmitter elements were not radiating; however, we do not anticipate a signiﬁcant eﬀect in our deconvolution results below. Figure 4 shows the
modeled beam pattern which has been pixelated as 1024 beams spread around the radar boresight. Next,
a forward scattering model is constructed where the intensity of each of the 1024 beam is proportional
to the gain pattern at the corresponding azimuth/elevation oﬀset from boresight and where the proper
propagation delays are applied to each beam.
The inputs to the forward scattering model are E region altitude [h] proﬁles of (1) backscatter intensity
I[h], (2) aspect sensitivity Δ𝜃[h], and (3) mean aspect angle 𝜃m [h]. These proﬁles spanned the altitudes of
81–130 km with 1 km steps (50 points each proﬁle). Note that we assume the ionosphere was horizontally homogeneous and that the echoes originating inside the radar beam were driven by the same electric
ﬁeld. As we reported in Bahcivan et al. [2012], the electric ﬁeld as measured using six PFISR beams was fairly
uniform throughout the PFISR imaging area.
The altitude proﬁles were initialized as follows: I[h] was initialized as a Gaussian proﬁle centered near
110 km; Δ𝜃[h] was initialized as monotonically decreasing with increasing altitude, tapered at 0.5◦ for
≤100 km and 0.05◦ at ≥115 km; 𝜃m [h] was initialized at 0◦ at every altitude. Then, we let the proﬁles ﬂoat
freely and applied random perturbations and a smoothing ﬁlter for each altitude between 100 and 115 km
to seek the proﬁles whose forward model matched the measured image based on the least mean squares
(LMS) criterion. Further details on the forward modeling are given in Appendix A.
Figure 5 shows the best ﬁt output of the forward model. The output agrees visually well with the measurement shown in Figure 3. The root-mean-square error of the entire image is at 4% of the peak power in the
image, which is near the estimated (normalized) noise ﬂoor of 0.039. The best ﬁt proﬁles and the error bars
are shown in Figure 6. The error bars are computed from the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
C = (JT J)−1 where J is the Jacobian matrix of the function minimized (see Appendix A). The I[h] proﬁle
seen on the Figure 6 (left) shows that the echoes are centered at the altitude of 109 km with the 3 dB fall oﬀ
BAHCIVAN ET AL.
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points located at 106 and 112 km. The
aspect sensitivity proﬁle seen in Figure 6
(middle) shows that the RMS spread of
the aspect angle distribution is 0.05◦ ±
0.05◦ at 115 km, 0.15◦ ± 0.05◦ at 110 km,
and 0.35◦ ± 0.10◦ at 105 km. The 𝜃m [h]
proﬁle seen on Figure 6 (right) shows
that the mean aspect angle gradually
changes from near 0◦ at 115 km to 0.4◦ at
105 km altitude. As we discuss below, the
variation in the mean aspect angle may
be accounted for by the perturbation of
the background geomagnetic ﬁeld by
the electrojet current.
Although there are numerous input
parameters to the forward model, the
best ﬁt proﬁles are primarily determined
Figure 5. Output of the best ﬁt forward model. The peak intensities of both the
by a smaller set of parameters around
data image and the model image are normalized to unity. Compare to Figure 3.
the echo altitude range of 106–112 km,
The best ﬁt E region proﬁles are shown in Figure 6. The intensity scale is linear.
which produced the largest radar
returns. Various initializations converged on similar solutions, i.e., a peak scattering location around 109 km,
0.1–0.2◦ aspect width at 109 km, monotonically increasing to 0.4–0.5◦ at 105 km and below. See Appendix
A for details on this sensitivity study. Because of the lack of backscatter signals, the estimates for altitudes
below 105 km and above 112 km are largely driven by the smoothness criteria, and the results have a
correspondingly large error.
As we discuss below, based on the linear theory as well as the models of wave heating, the common expectation is that the aspect angle spread should have been more than 1◦ at the altitude of 110 km, especially
for an 𝐄 × 𝐁 electron drift of more than 1500 m/s [Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013]. The altitude-aspect angle
image corresponding to this expectation is of interest here, in particular, due to a possible concern that
there may be too many input parameters into the ﬁtter and that the ﬁnal solution may represent only one of
many arbitrary solutions. We therefore contrast the measured image with the expected image by computing (via the forward scattering model) the image the satellite would have recorded if we increased the best
ﬁt aspect angle width proﬁle (Δ𝜃[h]) by 1◦ at every altitude. We kept the best ﬁt intensity and mean aspect
angle proﬁles the same. The results are shown in Figure 7. The distribution of echoes in altitude does not
noticeably change. However, the aspect angle spread at the altitude of 110 km is now near 2◦ , as expected
from the convolution of a 1◦ beam with scattering from a target whose aspect angle spreads is 1◦ . Quite
clearly, Figure 7 is very diﬀerent (much broader) than the measured image (Figure 3, right). This suggests

Figure 6. (left) E region scattering intensity, (middle) aspect sensitivity, and (right) mean aspect angle proﬁles that produced the forward
model image (Figure 5) that best ﬁtted the measured radar image shown in Figure 3 (right).
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that it is unlikely that a Δ𝜃[h] proﬁle with
a value near 1◦ would be a solution. This
means the magnetic aspect sensitivity
of FAI at 110 km should have been much
smaller than 1◦ to produce the image on
the RHS of Figure 3.

Figure 7. Simulation of scattering for the same E region best ﬁt altitude proﬁles
(Figure 6), except that the RMS aspect angle proﬁle is increased by 1◦ throughout
80–130 km. (The intensity scale is linear).

It would have been very helpful to have
comparable resolution aspect sensitivity
data from the ﬁrst crossing of EXPT1017
(Figure 3, left) to compare to the second
crossing. However, this is not possible
because the scattering geometry results
in very poor aspect angle resolution ( 1◦ ),
about 8 times lower than the second
crossing and extremely poor altitude resolution (20–40 km). As can be seen from
the loci-of-perpendicularity in Figure 1,
the spacecraft moves much more rapidly
(about 8 times) between aspect angle
contours during the ﬁrst crossing than
the second.

The measured aspect angle spread from approximately −3◦ to 3◦ as seen on Figure 3 (left) is therefore misleading. The spread is mainly due to a wide altitude-aspect angle radar ambiguity function. To demonstrate
this point, we injected the best ﬁt altitude proﬁles (shown in Figure 6) for the second crossing to simulate
the echo reception for the ﬁrst crossing. The results are shown in Figure 8. The aspect angle spread is over
several degrees, despite the fact that the best ﬁt aspect width proﬁle is less than 0.5◦ at every altitude. Note
that the simulation code computes the image between the altitudes of 80 and 130 km only. Despite altitudinal structure in the input proﬁles, the output here is shown as uniform in altitude. This is because the radar
ambiguity function for the ﬁrst crossing is very wide in altitude and therefore the E layer backscatter returns
will overlap (or be integrated) at the receiver input. Just as the model predicts, the measured image on the
LHS of Figure 3 shows no altitudinal structure.

2.2. EXPT1018, 25 April 2012
Another backscattering event in conjunction with PFISR (EXPT1018) occurred
on 25 April 2012 at 0254 UT. Figure 9
(similar to Figure 1) shows the spacecraft trajectory superimposed on the
loci-of-perpendicularity. The F region
𝐄 × 𝐁 drift magnitude was ∼700 m/s
and the direction was ∼53◦ north of geographic west. Note that the spacecraft
is ascending in latitude. We calculated
the ﬂow angle of the waves that would
produce backscatter as 124◦ for the ﬁrst
crossing and 31◦ for the second crossing.

Figure 8. Simulation of scattering for the ﬁrst crossing of EXPT1017, using as
inputs the same altitude proﬁles (Figure 6) of aspect sensitivity for the second
crossing. Although the input aspect sensitivities are < 0.5◦ at every altitude,
the convolution of the radar beam with the radar ambiguity function shows
scattering as much as 3◦ , in line with the measurement shown on Figure 3 (left).
The intensity scale is linear. See text for details.
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plot for this event. Note the backscatter around 205 s immediately above
direct pulse signal. This time coincides with the second crossing of the
loci-of-perpendicularity for the altitude
of 100 km. Interestingly, the RTI plot
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Figure 9. The loci-of-perpendicularity for the pass EXPT1018 for the altitude of 100 km. The spacecraft is ascending in latitude. The
aspect angle scale is in degrees.

does not show backscatter from the ﬁrst crossing, which would have happened around 85 s. We did not
download the raw data for the ﬁrst crossing due to data bandwidth limitations. However, it is possible
that inspection of the raw data would have revealed backscatter. This was the case in EXPT1017 in which
backscatter was not visible in the RTI, but backscatter was present in the raw data. However, since the instability is weakly driven, i.e., the 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift magnitude was only slightly above the ion acoustic threshold, and
the ﬂow angle for the ﬁrst crossing was quite large, it is possible that the backscatter from the ﬁrst crossing
was too weak to detect.
The altitude-aspect angle mapping of the backscatter from the second crossing is shown in Figure 11. Note
that the intensity scale is in dB. The range of backscattering altitudes is similar to those of EXPT1017, while
the peak altitude is near 107 km. In contrast to the image for EXPT1017 (Figure 3, right), the aspect angle
resolution was ∼0.5◦ , about 4 times lower. Noticeably, there are only two data points between the contours.
Again, as we discussed before, most of the data spread is due to the scattering geometry, i.e., the radar
ambiguity function. Deconvolving the radar ambiguity function to 0.1◦ precision is much more diﬃcult here.
Regardless, one can visually estimate an aspect angle spread of <1◦ (more precisely, 4–5 dB drop in 0.5◦ on
either side of the peak, or ∼0.75◦ full width at 3 dB points). Considering the radar beam width contribution,
this event also supports the conclusion from the EXPT1017 that the magnetic aspect sensitivity of FAI (RMS
Δ𝜃 ) should be much less than 1◦ at the altitude of 110 km.
2.3. EXPT1019, 12 June 2012
The last natural irregularity backscattering event occurred in Resolute Bay, Canada, during an E × B
drift of ∼1000 m/s. The RTI plot is shown in Figure 12 (top). Figure 12 (bottom) shows a zoom to the
echo. As seen from Figure 12 (top), the echoing occurred when the satellite was crossing the E region
loci-of-perpendicularity. There is an earlier crossing of the loci-of-perpendicularity during the ﬁrst 10 s of the
plot. It is possible that there was echoing too; however, the echo is likely shadowed by the much stronger
direct radar pulse because of the very short geometric delay between the echo and the direct pulse. Note
that we did not apply the previous altitude-aspect angle analysis to EXPT1019 because the pulse length for
this experiment was 480 μs, too long to resolve the E region.
Due to the brief and localized nature of the backscatter we have presented, we have considered the possibility of scatter from a meteor or spacecraft. However, we conclude that this is very unlikely. For the echoes
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SNR (dB)

Figure 10. (top) Range-time-intensity plot for the pass EXPT1018 on 25 April 2012 at 0254 UT. The black trace is the 100 μs PFISR
direct signal. The small gray region around 205 s arriving shortly after the direct signal is the E region echo. (bottom) A zoom into the
echoing region.

Figure 11. Altitude-aspect angle mapping of backscatter for EXPT1018, during which the F region ion drift was ∼700 m/s.
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Figure 12. (top) Range-time-intensity plot for the pass EXPT1019 on 12 June 2012 at 1024 UT. The thick black trace is the 480 μs PFISR
direct signal. Aspect angles corresponding to the irregularity altitudes of 100, 200, and 300 km are shown by the solid, short-dashed, and
long-dashed red lines, respectively. Note that the ordinate for these lines is the right-hand y axis. FAI backscatter from those altitudes
are expected when the aspect angle dips near zero. The shaded region around 175 s arriving shortly after the direct signal (black band)
is the E region echo. (bottom) A zoom into the echoing region.

we presented here to be from a meteor or a spacecraft, the scattering event must occur at exactly 109 km
or 330 μs delay and at the 228th second. Also, another scattering event must have occurred at the 84th second and at 20–30 μs delay, during the same pass. And two more scattering events must have occurred in
the beam during EXPT1018 and EXPT1019 at exact times of crossings of loci-of-perpendicularity. Therefore,
echoing from a meteor or spacecraft is an extremely unlikely explanation for the observation reported here.

3. Discussion
Our observational ﬁndings can be itemized as follows:
1. The echoes are observed only when the electron drift speed exceeds a threshold close to the ion acoustic
speed Cs . We have run ∼30 natural irregularity experiments and detected echoes only when the F region
ion drift was ∼700, ∼1000, and ∼1500 m/s, all exceeding the ion acoustic threshold (∼500 m/s) for the
Farley-Buneman instability. The ion drift speeds during the rest of the experiments as measured by the
Poker Flat ISR or the Resolute Bay ISR were near or below 500 m/s. These threshold observations parallel
those made in the comparisons of in situ sounding rocket electric ﬁeld and ground-based imaging radar
data during the two Joule campaigns in Alaska [Bahcivan et al., 2005; Hysell et al., 2008]. Although not
discussed here, in a previous paper [Bahcivan et al., 2012], we reported that the phase velocity obeys the
empirical formula Cs cos 𝜃 .
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2. To our knowledge, the proﬁles shown in Figure 5 provide the ﬁrst altitudinally resolved estimates of magnetic aspect sensitivity of submeter-scale auroral irregularities. The backscatter is conﬁned to the altitude
range of 106–112 km (3 dB points), as seen on Figure 6 (left). The intensity at 100 km is almost 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than the intensity at 110 km. Another experiment (EXPT1018), albeit with poorer
resolution, shows a similar altitude distribution with a peak near 107 km.
3. The radar echoes are highly aspect-sensitive, with RMS aspect angles between 0.1◦ and 0.4◦ when
descending in altitude from 110 km to 105 km. This aspect sensitivity range is also very similar to the
range reported by Kudeki and Farley [1989] for equatorial E region irregularities. However, the RMS aspect
angle at the peak of the scattering (109 km) is ∼0.15◦ . Using this value, the power fall of 10 dB would
occur within ∼0.35◦ , which is signiﬁcantly smaller than the values published by previous studies made at
VHF and UHF [Moorcroft and Schlegel, 1990; Foster et al., 1992; Hall and Moorcroft, 1992]. This diﬀerence
is further contrasted by the fact that our measurements were made during a signiﬁcantly large electric
ﬁeld (∼80 mV/m), which should have produced larger RMS aspect angles, not smaller. Note that previous
studies were not height-resolved and therefore do not single out a speciﬁc altitude. However, if we used
the upper end of the aspect sensitivity proﬁle at 0.4◦ , which corresponds to the altitude of 105 km and
lower, we would observe a power fall of 13 dB at 1◦ away from perpendicularity. This value is in reasonable
agreement with previous studies.
4. The aspect angle distribution does not favor ± ∼ 0.5◦ as predicted by the linear theory [Fejer et al., 1984].
In fact, it is single-peaked and the mean aspect angle (𝜃m ) varies between 0.4◦ at 105 km to 0.0◦ at 115 km.
A rough estimate shows that if a thin sheet of electrojet Hall current generates 550 nT perturbation on
the ground (which is the value recorded by the Poker Flat magnetometer during the experiment), the
magnetic ﬁeld immediately above and below this current will be bent by 550 nT as well. Considering
∼50,000 nT total geomagnetic ﬁeld, the resulting perturbation will bend the ﬁeld by ± ∼ 0.5◦ above and
below the sheet. Therefore, the variation in the background magnetic ﬁeld direction could be on the order
of the magnetic aspect angle bias (0–0.4◦ ) we report here.
Below, we further discuss our second and third ﬁndings. The signiﬁcant (20 dB) drop of backscatter power
from 110 km to 100 km is unexpected because rocket-based in situ electric ﬁeld measurements representing meter-scale irregularities [Pfaﬀ et al., 1984; Rose, 1992] do not show such drop. For example, Figure 2c
in Pfaﬀ et al. [1984] shows turbulent electric ﬁeld ﬂuctuations as a function of altitude. The signal is ﬁltered at 50–1000 Hz to select high-frequency oscillations corresponding to meter-scale waves. The ratios
of the intensities at the altitudes of 110 and 100 km is about two thirds; that is, the intensity at 100 km is
actually higher.
We have considered whether the 20 dB power drop we observe is because of the background Ne (assuming
that the backscatter power is proportional to Ne , which is true if the instability saturates at a ﬁxed percentage
density ﬂuctuation). Figure 13 shows raw power and ﬁtted Ne estimates from PFISR based on the 100 μs and
the 480 μs pulses. These PFISR measurements do not have the resolution to resolve the E region at km scales.
Nevertheless, a rough linear ﬁt shows that the Ne increase around 100 km is about 3 dB per 10 km, too small
to explain the 20 dB drop.
The magnetic ﬁeld alignment within 0.1–0.2◦ for the altitude of 110 km at ∼80 mV/m electric ﬁeld is signiﬁcantly narrower than expected. Even considering that the RMS of perpendicular wave electric ﬁelds is
on the order of the background electric ﬁeld (80 mV/m), the corresponding E|| will be between 0.13 and
0.27 mV/m. Electron plasma heating models [Milikh and Dimant, 2003b; Bahcivan et al., 2006] show that
∼1 mV/m 𝛿E|| is needed to heat the electrons to the observed temperatures of ∼1500 K at the altitude of
110 km and for an electric ﬁeld of 80 mV/m. The fully kinetic 3-D simulation study by Oppenheim and Dimant
[2013] is the most recent theoretical work on the wave heating of E region electrons.
√ For a strongly driven
case (∼2000 m/s electron drift), the simulations for the altitude of 112 km yield ⟨E||2 ⟩∕⟨E⟂2 ⟩ ≈ 0.0275
corresponding to ≈ 1.6◦ aspect angle spread. This is an order of magnitude larger than what we report
here (∼ 0.15◦ ).
Therefore, to the extent that our measurements from a single event here are representative of submeter
scales at the altitude of 110 km, submeter waves have too small 𝛿E|| to contribute to electron heating. It
is possible that submeter waves at larger aspect angles are more heavily dissipated. It is also possible that
our measurements at an 𝐄 × 𝐁 ﬂow angle of 55◦ reﬂect the properties of secondary waves only and that
primary submeter waves may propagate at larger aspect angles. Moreover, it could be that the dominant
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wave heating is caused by larger scale
waves. As the simulations of Oppenheim
and Dimant [2013] predict, the dominant
wave energy starts at meter-scale but
then progresses to longer wavelengths,
not shorter.
A direct comparison of our aspect sensitivity measurements here to the results
from previous ground-based radar studies
is not possible because of the large differences in the resolutions. In particular,
these studies are studying aspect sensitivity indirectly, by trying to measure the
power drop as they scan away from perpendicularity. However, the spatial extent
of the beam width at the point of scattering is too wide to resolve the backscatter
in aspect angle or in altitude. For example, for the European Incoherent Scatter
(EISCAT) system, at a radar range of 400
Figure 13. Electron density (Ne ) estimates from PFISR diagnostic pulses
km and at an elevation of 15◦ , two E region
during EXPT1017. Fitted Ne (red line) and raw Ne (blue line) from the 480 μs
pulses, and raw Ne from the 100 μs pulse scaled to match the ﬁtted Ne at
altitudes separated by only 7 km (which is
∼200 km (black line).
about the width of the altitude range of
echoes we observed) would appear more
than a degree apart in the loci-of-perpendicularity. For this reason, previous studies mostly reported aspect
angle distributions with a coarseness of 1◦ or higher [Moorcroft and Schlegel, 1990; Foster et al., 1992; Hall
and Moorcroft, 1992]. Moreover, ground-based radars have the dynamic range and suﬃcient statistics to
measure the aspect angles at larger angles from perpendicularity. For example, Jackel et al. [1997] and
Schlegel and Moorcroft [1989], using EISCAT, measured aspect sensitivity at magnetic aspect angles between
5◦ and 11◦ ) and Moorcroft [1996], using the Prince Albert Radar, between 4.5◦ and 16◦ . RAX-2 measurements
presented here have limited dynamic range (<20 dB) and can show the power drop only within the ﬁrst
degree, with no sensitivity for higher degrees.
Hereinafter, we discuss a possible explanation for wave propagation at very small (∼0.1◦ ) aspect angles. Note
that many of the observations we have reported above match the characteristics of Farley-Buneman waves
very well, notably the altitude of occurrence, the phase speed, the threshold 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift for excitation, and
the strong alignment with the magnetic ﬁeld. However, the measured wave propagation at aspect angles
even smaller than that predicted by the linear theory is puzzling.
Excluding plasma recombination, in the absence of plasma density gradients, and in the frame of ions, the
frequency and growth rate expressions derived by Fejer et al. [1975] for the linear stage of the instability
reduce to
𝜔=

1
𝛾=
1+𝜓

[

where
𝜈𝜈
𝜓= e i
Ωe Ωi

𝐤 ⋅ 𝐕de
1+𝜓

(1)

𝜓 2
{𝜔 − k2 Cs2 }
𝜈i

(
1+

Ω2e k∥2
𝜈e2 k⟂2

]

(2)

)
.

(3)

In the above equations, 𝐕de and 𝐕di are the electron and ion drift velocities, Ω and 𝜈 refer to gyro and collision frequencies (with neutrals) for the ions and electrons, and 𝜓 is the so-called anisotropy factor, which
depends on the magnetic aspect angle. The Cs term is the ion acoustic speed, which may be expressed as
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Figure 14. (top) Phase velocity and (bottom) growth rate for a 0.55 m Farley-Buneman wave driven by a 1543 m/s 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift at a ﬂow
angle of 55◦ .

Cs2 = KB (𝛾e Te + 𝛾i Ti )∕mi . The symbol 𝛾 used here now refers to ratios of speciﬁc heats which vary slightly with
altitude according to kinetic theory [Farley, 1963].

Figure 14 shows the phase velocity (top) and growth rate (bottom) as a function of aspect angle for a 0.55 m
wave propagating at an altitude of 110 km and at an angle of 55◦ from the main E × 𝐁 ﬂow direction.
The wave is driven by an 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift of 1543 m/s in a plasma with the following parameters representing the 𝐄 × 𝐁 drift and plasma conditions during EXPT1017: Cs = 562 m/s, ﬂow s−1 , 𝜈e = 25000 s−1 , and
B = 0.5 G. The Cs value is empirically set based on the formula of Nielsen and Schlegel [1985]. As reported in
Bahcivan et al. [2012], that empirical value and the Cs cos 𝜃 expression matched the measured phase speed
(300–400 m/s ) within the uncertainty of a wind-driven ion drift. Figure 14 shows that the growth rate maximizes around ±0.75◦ . In the linear regime, if an unstable wave propagates in a range of aspect angles for
which the growth rate is positive, then we should have measured an aspect angle distribution between
−1.3◦ and +1.3◦ , with the double peaks located at ±0.75◦ . As the waves grow toward the nonlinear stage,
we expect that the region between the peaks will ﬁll up through mode coupling and additional waves will
be generated at aspect angles beyond 1.3◦ . We, therefore, expect an aspect angle distribution with an RMS
width no less then 1◦ . However, our measurements are indicating a very narrow aspect angle distribution
centered at perpendicularity, even narrower than the distribution of a marginally unstable wave (linear
wave). This is the most puzzling aspect of the observation.
One possibility is that the dominant scattering is from secondary waves generated by the mode coupling of
two or more primary waves, and that the scattering from linearly unstable waves is buried under this dominant scattering. A narrow aspect angle distribution would occur if the following two conditions are met:
(1) mode coupling of two wave vectors in the primary direction (near 𝐄 × 𝐁 ﬂow) produces secondary
modes that are decaying at a rate that depends on their aspect angle and (2) the secondary waves with
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exact perpendicularity have the longest decay time, while those secondary waves with some angles oﬀ
perpendicularity decay much faster.
At this point, we heuristically invoke the growth rate expression in equation (2), although the expression
is valid only for the linear stage of the instability. The heuristic assumption is that those waves with phase
velocity greater than Cs grow and those lower than Cs decay. Note also that among the decaying waves, the
ones with larger aspect angles decay fast (because their growth rate is more negative), while those propagating at near perpendicularity prevail for a long time (growth rate is less negative). It is therefore possible
that we are scattering from these prevailing waves. In other words, secondary waves propagating at exact
perpendicularity to the magnetic ﬁeld are acting as fossils of plasma turbulence (due to their long decay
time) intensely generated by primary waves whose phase velocity is slightly above Cs . Investigating this
mechanism will require extensive new modeling investigations.

4. Conclusion
We have used, for the ﬁrst time, a ground-to-space bistatic radar scattering geometry to obtain
height-resolved measurements of radar aurora at subdegree magnetic aspect angle resolution. To our
knowledge, these measurements have the highest combined altitude-aspect angle resolutions thus far. A
small set of RAX-2 conjunctions with PFISR resulted in detection of E region coherent backscatter, which is
then used to obtain aspect sensitivity of submeter scale irregularities. Based on a set of compelling events,
we show that the magnetic aspect sensitivity of submeter scale irregularities is much higher than previously reported. This suggests that submeter scale waves have too small parallel electric ﬁelds to contribute
signiﬁcantly to E region electron heating.
It must be noted that the measurements were made at large ﬂow angles and that submeter waves propagating very close to the 𝐄 × 𝐁 ﬂow may propagate at larger aspect angles. Due to a limited set of
measurements, we could not verify this, and further measurements with RAX-2 are not possible since it is no
longer operational. It is also possible that the submeter scale regime is subject to larger dissipative eﬀects
than the meter-scales. The eﬀective bistatic Bragg wavelength of 0.53 m is comparable to the collisional
mean free path of ions and, therefore, ion Landau damping could be playing a substantial role for submeter
waves at 110 km [Dimant and Sudan, 1995]. In this regard, electron heating models that rely on parallel electric ﬁelds associated with meter-scale or longer wavelength turbulence [Milikh and Dimant, 2003a, 2003b;
Bahcivan et al., 2006; Oppenheim et al., 2008; Oppenheim and Dimant, 2013] would still operate. However, the
transition from submeter scales to meter scales needs to be better explored.
It is possible that the dynamics of decameter or longer wavelengths signiﬁcantly contribute to anomalous electron heating in the auroral electrojet. In particular, Oppenheim and Dimant [2013] reported that
in the saturated turbulence state, the most energetic modes are the longest ones allowed in the system
(> 30 m). In addition, Bahcivan and Cosgrove [2010] proposed that parallel electric ﬁelds associated with
long wavelength waves in the presence of vertical electron density gradients ∇ne would be suﬃcient to heat
the electrons. Moreover, Haldoupis et al. [2000] showed that kilometric-scale vertical ∇ne are statistically
linked to strong electric ﬁeld conditions. Therefore, when we observe enhanced E region electron temperatures, the necessary conditions are also present for the generation of long wavelength waves propagating
at large aspect angles.

Appendix A : The Deconvolution Algorithm
The altitude proﬁles shown in Figure 6 are obtained by solving the minimization problem
minn {A(f (𝐱), 𝐲) + 𝛾B(𝐱)}
𝐱∈R

(A1)

where 𝐱 = (𝐈, Δ𝜽, 𝜽𝐦 ) is composed of altitude proﬁles of intensity 𝐈, aspect width Δ𝜽 and mean aspect
angle 𝜽m , for the altitude range of 81–130 km, with 1 km increments. Therefore, n = 150. The function f
is the forward model of scattering. For a given 𝐱, it computes an aspect angle-time intensity image, e.g.,
Figure 3, that would be measured by the spacecraft. The vector 𝐲 contains the measurements, i.e., the pixels
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Figure A1. The covariation of the terms A and B as the smoothness control parameter 𝛾 is varied.

of the altitude-time intensity images. For the second crossing of EXPT1017, the image has the dimensions of
50 pixels in the altitude direction and 40 pixels in the time direction. Therefore, we ﬁt for a total of M = 2000
data points. The function A computes the weighted mean of the squares of the model and measurement
diﬀerences as follows:
A(f (𝐱), 𝐲) =

1 ∑ [fij (x) − yij ]
M ij
𝜎ij2

2

(A2)

where the indices ij denote the pixel position corresponding to the ith altitude and jth time. The measurement uncertainties, 𝜎ij , are computed as follows:
pij − n0
𝜎ij = √
N

(

1
1+
(pij − n0 )∕n0

)
,

(A3)

where pij is the backscatter intensity measured at the pixel ij and n0 is the noise power, which can be estimated from the image regions where no backscatter is noticeable, i.e., blue regions. N is the number of
incoherently averaged radar samples; N = 100 for EXPT1017. The 𝜎ij expression above is valid only if the
radar signal is composed of Gaussian noise and auroral backscatter only. However, we suspect that considerable amount of interference is modulating the apparent noise ﬂoor. We, therefore, bounded 𝜎ij by
an empirical minimum given by the intensity variances in the image regions where no visible backscatter
is present.
The function B computes an inverse measure of smoothness as follows:

B(𝐱) =

∑
k

| 𝜕I2 |2
| 𝜕Δ𝜃 2 |2
| 𝜕𝜃 2 |2
|
|
|
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k |
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+
𝛼
|
|
3|
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|
|
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|

(A4)

where k = 1 ∶ n. The weighting of the three terms on the RHS are all set to 1 for simplicity. Note that Δ𝜃[h]
and 𝜃m [h] proﬁles are handled in degrees and the peak of the intensity proﬁle I[h] is normalized, so all the
proﬁles are given in comparable fractions of 1.
The parameter 𝛾 in equation (A1) controls the relative contribution of the regularization term and the resulting ﬁts. Figure A1 shows the relative contribution of A and B for a range of 𝛾 . The red point at the lower-right
corner corresponds to 𝛾 = 0.1. The solution for this case is shown at Figure A2 (top). For the rest of Figure A1,
the solutions correspond to the green, blue, and magenta points. As 𝛾 is increased, the solution is smoother,
i.e., with less artifacts. The solution presented in the discussion is that of the case 𝛾 = 1.0. We ﬁnd that in
the altitude region where the intensity is highest, 106–112 km, there is little sensitivity to the 𝛾 . We can be
conﬁdent that the regularization is not biasing the ﬁts in this region.
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Figure A2. Altitude proﬁle ﬁts for 𝛾 = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0, from top to bottom, respectively. Both the (top) “noisy” solution and
(bottom) the smoothest solution agree the most between the altitudes of 106 and 112 km, where the backscatter signal is present.
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